
 
No �reworks? No problem. With higher temperatures and drought posing a risk

for wild�res in California, how can we celebrate July 4th without putting our
beautiful state at risk? We found some exciting alternatives to take advantage of

this weekend in the Bay.
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Who isn’t looking for some getaways to get
everyone out of the house? We all are. With
that in mind, here’s a roundup of some favorite
kid-friendly museums in Northern California

ADD FRESH COLORS TO YOUR
COCKTAILS
[partner]

We've scoured the markets to bring you a

treasure of 1950s barware. Be a modernist

mixologist with a frothy gin fizz, champagne

margarita or a twisted mezcal sipper.

Whether we are trekking through the
redwoods or sipping �ne wine, feeding our
bellies or feeding our souls, swimming in lakes
or taking in sights, Northern California doesn't
skip a beat and we are ready for it all. 
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[partner]

A new slate of of engaging experiences are

now open to check out at the Aquarium of

the Bay. Thought-provoking and interactive,

they're bound to spark your underwater

curiosities!

 

The Bay Area's beloved Doug McConnell has
touched so many lives throughout his career
spotlighting the curiosities and gems of the
San Francisco Bay Area. A week after sitting
down for an interview for our June issue, he
had a stroke and now needs our help. Enjoy
the story of his career, and if able, visit the link
at the end of the article to donate today. 

[partner]

Coming to the Bay Area?  Stay and play in

Berkeley, the hip college city just across the

water from San Francisco and day-trip close

to the best of Northern California.
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Experience its lush environment from the sky
with a helicopter tour; from under the sea
while snorkeling; by hiking its ridges and
canyons; or by soaking up the sun on its
beaches. Whatever you do, be mindful about
your activities and help preserve Kauai’s
natural beauty.

The first company committed to selling only sustainable, farmed caviar in the United
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States, founded by CEO Deborah Keane — “The Caviar Queen” — it is also the first

woman-owned and woman-run caviar company.

Save 15% on your order with the coupon code LG22.

Overnight shipping or pick-up available.

Best Breakfast on the Big Island

The Ultimate Guide to Big Sur

Shop Travel Gear Essentials
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Top Foodie tours on Oahu

Coolest Rooftop Dining in the Bay Area

Reels For All the Feels Interests on Pinterest Get Face-to-Facebook

Forward to a Friend

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

Copyright © 2022 Local Getaways, All rights reserved.
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